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“The Reliability Approach”

Exxon Refinery, Baytown TX



The Lunch Meeting

Exxon Refinery, Baytown TX

Human Reliability



Circa early 1980’s

A highly reliable, safe organization 

must understand and address

HOW things go wrong, i.e., 

The PHYSICS.
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Sooner or later, some event, person, death, idea, or relationship will 

enter your life that you simply cannot deal with using your present 

understanding of things…  Richard Rohr, Falling Upward

Pain is the breaking of the shell that encloses your 

understanding…  Kahlil Gibran, the Prophet



There’s much more to it than merely 

the PHYSICS

or even SYSTEMS!!



There’s also the “WHO” (individually).
There were individuals who tended to do specific things 

in spite of the PHYSICS or SYSTEMS.



And the “WHO” (collectively).
The whole organization tended to do specific things

In spite of the PHYSICS or SYSTEMS.



Nothing goes wrong in a system 

created by humans…

…without a human hand in it!
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NASA addressed the PHYSICS



And they also “tweaked” the 

SYSTEM



who they, as a PEOPLE, had become..

But they never addressed 



and what they had become 

accustomed to doing.

But they never addressed 



I’m talking about a PEOPLE problem.

I’m not talking here about a 

“SYSTEMS” problem!



are PEOPLE problems

At the root of all PHYSICAL and 

SYSTEMS problems
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NASA

February 1, 2003

We’ve gotten away with it before!



A highly reliable, safe organization 

must understand and address

HOW things go wrong, i.e., 

the PHYSICS and the SYSTEMS

And then address 

THEMSELVES.



What is it about the way I HAVE BECOME that contributed 

to this event, and what am I going to do about it?

What is it about the way WE HAVE BECOME that contributed 

to this event and what are we going to do about it?



No Bob!!



It’s not PEOPLE that 

are the problem.

It’s our



It’s not PEOPLE that 

are the problem.

It’s our 

SYSTEMS!



BLAME!



It’s not me. It’s YOU!



It’s not us. It’s THEM!



It’s not 

people.

It’s our 

SYSTEMS
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Most human beings REFUSE to think that 

it’s THEM.



It IS You!



The Blame 

Paradox



As a 

“blamer,”

what I see 

“wrong” 

with you..

..is truly 

“wrong” 

with you!





As a 

“blamer,” 

what you 

see “wrong” 

with me..

..is truly 

“wrong” 

with me.



There is TOTALLY validity in what you, the 

blamer, is seeing!

So WHY NOT BLAME????



There is TOTALLY validity in what you, the 

blamer, is seeing!

So WHY NOT BLAME????

We can see how 

other people are 

causing 

problems but 

we’re not 

supposed to 

point it out?

WHY?



When everyone’s pointing fingers at other

people and things ..

.. no-one can see 

THEMSELVES.

Everyone can see 

the truth about 

the other person

No-one can see 

the truth about 

themselves



You can either 

look at yourself

Or look at 

something or 

someone else

It’s impossible to do both.



The Blame Paradox
What you are seeing wrong with other people 

is truly wrong with them, 

and what they are seeing wrong with you is 

truly wrong with you,

but few people are seeing what’s wrong with 

THEMSELVES… and therefore nothing ever 

changes.



What to do 

about the Blame 

Paradox



When something goes wrong..

First understand and address the PHYSICS



When something goes wrong..

and then make sure the “system” is not flawed



But 

MOST IMPORTANTLY 
ask all the involved people, top to bottom of the 

organization to answer:

What is it about the way I HAVE BECOME that 

contributed to this incident, and what am I

going to do about it?



Ban Blame Require 

Introspection
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The Blame Paradox

Thank You


